The Mailer Scorecard is an online reporting tool available to eDoc submitters, Mail Preparers, and Mail Owners providing summary and detailed information on their mail quality over the calendar month. All Change of Address (COA) errors, both above and below the error threshold, are available to mailers on the Mailer Scorecard. A Move Update error is logged when the address on the mailpiece has not been updated due to a COA record where the more current of the COA Move Effective and COA Create date is between 95 days and 18 months prior to the postage statement finalization date.

The following information is provided on the scorecard to assist in identifying and resolving any move update or undeliverable mail issues that have been identified:

- Move/Update Eligible Pieces — FCM & MKT— Number of FCM & MKT pieces in eDoc that must meet the Move Update standards (this is the denominator used to determine the COA Error Threshold).
- Move/Update Eligible Pieces — Periodicals - Number of Periodicals pieces in eDoc that must meet the Move Update standards.
- ACS Requested STID Pieces - Number of pieces that include Full-Service or OneCode ACS requested STID in the barcode. These are potentially eligible for free ACS.
- Green & Secure Requested STID Pieces— Number of pieces that include Green & Secure requested Service Type Identifier (STID) in the barcode.
- COA Errors— FCM & MKT— Number of FCM & MKT pieces that did not have an updated address. These pieces are assessable (this is the numerator used to determine the COA Error Threshold).
- Green & Secure COA Warnings— FCM & MKT— Number of Green & Secure pieces that did not have an updated address. This field is not assessable, but provides valuable information to resolve errors.
- COA Warnings—Periodicals— Number of Periodicals pieces that did not have an updated address. This field is not assessable, however provides valuable information to reduce errors.
- UAA Warnings - Pieces that had incorrect addresses for other reason than COA e.g., no such address, return to sender, refused at delivery, not assessable but provides valuable information to assist in reducing undeliverable mailpieces.

The Move Update address quality standard is a means of reducing the number of mailpieces in a mailing that require forwarding or return by the Postal Service. Mailers who claim presorted or automation prices for First-Class Mail or USPS Marketing Mail must use an approved Move Update method to ensure the address used on the piece has been updated within 95 days prior to the postage statement finalization date. Addresses that are not updated may impact your overall address quality measurement.

The USPS validates Move Update address quality through an automated process. As mailpieces bearing an Intelligent Mail barcode are processed, name and address information from the mailpiece is compared against the Postal Service Change of Address (COA) database to identify mailpieces that have not been updated with a new address. Quality is measured across a calendar month and any pieces exceeding the .5% tolerance level will be assessed $.08 per piece. Results of this evaluation can be found through an online reporting tool called the Mailer Scorecard.

Today, mailers are provided no-fee address change service notices for Full-Service mailpieces. On March 1, 2018 the USPS is extending this to include basic and nonautomation mailpieces meeting the following requirements:

- 95% Full-Service at the eDoc submitter Customer Registration Identification (CRID) level
- Unique barcode included in eDoc
- Full-Service or OneCode ACS® requested Service Type Identifier (STID)
- Proper By/For identification in eDoc

The Move Update Error Percentage Calculation

\[ \text{COA Errors} \% = \frac{\# \text{ COA Errors— FCM & MKT}}{\# \text{ Move/Update Eligible Pieces— FCM & MKT}} \]